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I contacted Mr. Antonelli of New World Technology to discuss leak test data for devices at Ft.
Monmouth. New World Technology is a contractor, located on base at Ft. Monmouth, and they
do all leak testing for radioactive commodities at the site. I told him how we had received leak
test data from Mr. Goldberg, and I specifically asked him to clarify how their results are
presented, so that we can determine if our data is complete. He said the best way for him to look
at data would be if I could give him serial numbers for specific commodities; however, I
mentioned that I only had building numbers. The specific buildings I asked about were 977, 286,
282, 602, 2701, 2700, and 2705. Buildings 977 and 286 were buildings that showed up on the
leak test results sent from Mr. Goldberg, but had not previously shown up during the site visit or
in any documentation. Mr. Antonelli had no information about Building 286, but said that likely
commodities from Building 2701 had been moved to the Provost Office at Building 977. Due to
the leak test data showing all results less than the lower limit of detection for Building 977, this
leak test data settles both 2701 and 977. Mr. Antonelli had no leak tests for Building 602, and he
mentioned that this likely means that there have been no tests done within the past five years. He
also could not provide any information on Buildings 2700 or 2705. He stated that at Building
282, the fire department, all they currently have is vapor tracers and itemizers located on trucks,
and current leak tests are available for those items and he would send them to me.

Note – About 15 minutes after talking to Mr. Antonelli, Barry Silber of CECOM called me to
tell me not to contact New World Technology directly anymore and to direct all requests
through CECOM. He said they already have sent or will be sending us everything we need.

